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. It THE i u'lRT OF APPEALS F O R T H E STATE OF UTAH

CHRYSLER DODGE COUNTRY, U S A INC..
a Utah Corporation,
*
*

Plaintiff/Respondent,
v.

*
*

Case N o .

880424-CA

*

LOUISE CURLEY,

*
*
*

Defendant/Appellant.

Priority N o . 14B

BRIEF OF APPELLANT

JIJRISDICTI0N

Jurisdiction to hear this appeal is confer ruC ' -u

r Appeal s pu rsuant to U ,. C . A,

appeal iron-. .::..,•,

-r:i -:

r.-ic^p*-••-:

hti

4^ .

§ 7 8-2a- 3 ( 2 ) ( c ) .

This i s an

-f the First Circuit Court

of Logan City, Cache County, State .,: *rJ;- .

NATURE OF 'THE 'PROCEEDING
Plaintiff brought suit
ciencv iudgment

Fust .;,::.!'

f

for

-^f suited vehicle

.

loan.

' .aqt r'eiry rulers n ^

the

Plaintnr-1? t • ^ -u, u„, - t

• i aI

seen, .

and

«,-.,:

granted

Findings

n

trie

Judge Ted
"r>di.-ate-

^udgment

\: : o 5 s ubmi 11 ed proposed

*£ F a d ana Conclusions of Law •.vit.i'i '...tyjeci . . 1 h "
,,'niss: T S

I'riai

r :*.- • 1'?. . ' 988

— *'

S. Perry presiding,
f o I "i mvi nq

against Defendant

£ or
Findings

the ^ppnrirni " s

Judge Perry signed Plaintiff-Respondent f s proposed

>L - :

-

...... -^-

1

* .-.w with a few additions.

He

also

signed

and

entered

Plaintiff-Respondent's

proposed

Judgment: from which Defendant-Appellant now appeals.

STATEMENT OF THE ISSUES PRESENTED ON APPEAL
The issues presented on appeal are as follows:
I.

Whether the trial court erred in failing to find

Plaintiff's deficiency
offset by the

judgment

should

have

been

barred

amount of $2,186.75, since Plaintiff's

violated provisions of

the Navajo

Tribal Code

that
or

assignor

when it repos-

sessed the truck from Defendant.
A.

Whether Navajo

Tribal

Law

was

applicable

and

enforceable against Plaintiff since the truck was repossessed by
Plaintiff's assignor.
B.

Whether Plaintiff had the burden to prove compli-

ance with the Navajo Tribal Code.

II.

Whether the trial court erred in failing to find

Plaintiff violated

provisions of

Code when

the repossessed

Dodge, a

it sold

jointly owned

the Utah

Uniform

vehicle to

business, thus

that

Commercial

Davis

Chrysler

entitling Defendant

to

have the deficiency judgment barred.
A.

Whether

Plaintiff's

meager bid solicitation

minimal

indicate a lack

advertising

of commercial

and

reason-

ableness.
B.

Whether the

was not calculated to

sale process

bring the best

employed by

Plaintiff

possible price under

the

circumstances and therefore lacked commercial reasonableness.

2

C

,ot,jf

.- . i

**- --^ua; noti ce

no the Defendant of the repossession ctuu r ,.su ,e sii.wej -<
• '"'ficial

reasonableness.
D.

shortcomings and lack
^L.: lesdi-

l

>." Ihethei

hi,1

i:omL'Liu"l

.jt evidence

pffe -»•

•-

Maintiff's

concerns-ig ui,„.

i epL-^session

" * ie truck showed a lack of commercia . reasonable-

ness •

DETERMINATIVE STATUTES
7 Navajo Triba* ..'oo.. §§ n " -,j c
U.C.A. §§ 70A-9-O041' 1 ) and '

'J

;

S T A T E M E N T

a*

NATURE

OF THE

CASE:

Defendant' s

t.

r s %

-

0 F

T H E

.

:-,i :r

^ -1

, ,^

K:,L;,

C A S £

:s a civil

case

wnere^n

- leficiency judgment arisiric o u t

dc r au i -

Defendant counterclaimed
1

-i. ^ ..:

This case

Plainr.itf --*f- t ;>efpndant- f~r
of

. < i,-

-a; .- . ig
for statutory

mproper

damages

aareeraent.

arisiru

repossession and resale

ot

im
the

truck.
1

COURSE OF PROCEEDINGS.

l -. »i

• .*

counter claimed . ,\
set and held

• i- •

^ \'

ic v ion was

'

•'

Defendant

—

answered and

Jiscoverv, tiie trial w a s

n max 1 .:, 1988,

;q S P O ^ TT^ O N

* - -^ * v

COURT

Plain tilt aii-.; aga.inst ^t„i jcadn'
$268.05 interest
. ut^:^.--

commenced in U n

"Tj'-t >*

tnereon
•

Judgment
•

and S^uU.oO

• ^e leqaL raVe

fees incurred xij L D C •.;-.; lecru 1

,

,t

w a s entered for
* : - .-1

attorney s

3

tees,

until paid plus

- rh.» ""ja jin^nt.,

s
^as

attorney's

d.

RELEVANT

FACTS:

Defendant

purchased

a

new

truck

Plaintiff on April 4, 1985, executing an "Automobile
and "Retail Installment Contract" at

from

Agreement"

that time.. (R pp.

97-100,

TR pp. 3-5). The purchase price was financed by Chrysler Credit
Corporation under the terms of the "Retail Installment Contract"
with full recourse or repurchase back to Plaintiff in the
of default on

the loan.

gave the truck to

her brother-in-law in New

supposed to keep making
43).

(R pp. 99-100, TR

the payments on

p. 6).

Defendant

Mexico and he

the contract.

truck from

the Navajo

was

(TR p.

The loan apparently went into default and Chrysler

Corporation repossessed the

event

Credit

Reservation

and delivered it to Plaintiff's lot in Logan on or about April,
1987.

(TR pp. 8, 43-47,

51). Defendant never gave

for the repossession nor was she
court order allowing the

ever aware of a Navajo

repossession.

tiff testified that the truck was
was delivered to its lot.
Credit Corporation
its lot.
its lot

permission

(TR pp. 51-52)

Plain-

in a rough condition when

(TR p. 10). Plaintiff paid

Chrysler
to

(TR p. 13). Plaintiff placed the vehicle for sale

on

sending

the truck

it

was delivered

prior to

$5,251.36 when

Tribal

any notice

to Defendant.

(TR pp.

13-14, 36). Plaintiff solicited bids from only three automobile
dealers who he
automobile.
sale buyer

thought might

(TR pp. 14-15).
of used

Saxton, a used car

cars in

be interested
They

Salt Lake

City (TR

p. 15); Mike

(TR p. 16); and

and used car dealership in

Brigham

City, Utah. (TR p. 17). Each of the above-named individuals

4

the

included Joe Marx, a whole-

dealer in Smithfield, Utah

Davis Chrysler Dodge, a new

in purchasing

or

companies submitted bids for the truck.
also submitted a bid
the truck.

(TR p. 18).

to itself in the

Plaintiff

amount of $2,325,00

for

(TR p. 18) Plaintiff offered that amount using

the

N.A.D.A guidebook ,

-* :iide, deducting

expenses for recondi-

tioning and devaluation for excessive miles and general
condition of the truck.
offered was not
Plaintiff sent

over $200,00,
a certified

Defendant's sister's
indicated that

(TR p. 18). The

letter

address.

someone signed

ceived the letter.

(TR

(TR

p

overall

price range of

18). On

bids

June 4, 1988,

addressed to

Defendant

pp. 20, 47). The

Defendant's name

to

receipt

as having

re-

(R pp. 102-103, TR p. 21).

Defendant testified that the signature was not hers and that she
never received the June 4th letter.

(TR pp. 45, 49). Defendant

has never lived with her brother-in-law or shared the same
office box number.

(TR pp.

61-62).

The June 4th letter

post
indi-

cated that four bids had been received by the Plaintiff for
truck ranging from

$2,200.00 to

$2,350.00 and

would be sold on June 22, 1987 at 10:00 a.m.

that the

the

truck

(R p. 101). There

is nothing in the record indicating the method and manner of the
sale on June 22nd other than Plaintiff's statement that it
the truck to the highest bidder on that date.

(TR p. 23).

sold
The

truck was sold to Davis Chrysler Dodge for $2,350.00, the amount
of their

earlier bid.

Chrysler Dodge and
owned by the same

(TR

p. 54, R

Plaintiff are both
family.

(TR pp.

::?

101.

104).

family owned

29-30, 60). The

sale price represents a wholesale price.

Davis

businesses
$2,350.00

(TR p. 32). Plaintiff

normally prepares a used vehicle for sale on its lot by having

5

it detailed but it did not have Defendant's truck detailed prior
to selling it.

(TR p. 33). Plaintiff testified that it adver-

tised the truck for sale after sending the notice to Defendant.
The truck

would have

been

advertised for

sale in

the

Logan

Herald Journal along with 10 or 12 other used cars for a specific price.

(TR p.

35). There

is no

evidence that

Plaintiff

advertised the truck for a public sale on June 22, 1987.
the sale, Plaintiff claimed that Defendant owed it a
in the amount of $3,241.36..
sent notice of the

(TR pp. 25-26, R p. 101)

After

deficiency
Plaintiff

deficiency to Defendant's sister's address.

(R pp. 104-106) When Defendant did not respond, Plaintiff
for the deficiency.

sued

(TR pp. 24-25)

SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT
POINT I.

The trial court erred in holding that there was no

violation of Navajo Tribal Law in the repossession of the truck.
A.

Navajo

vehicles on tribal

Tribal

Law

lands absent

prohibits

repossession

owner's written

consent or

of
a

Navajo Tribal court order.
B.

Navajo Tribal Law is applicable and enforceable in

this case.

to any

C.

The truck was repossessed by Plaintiff's assignor.

D.

Plaintiff's claims

defenses

that

against Defendant are

Defendant

Chrysler Credit.

6

could

have

claimed

subject
against

E.

The trial

had no burden to prove

court erred m

holding t:nat

E Laintiff

compliance with the repossession provi-

sions of the Navajo Tribal Code.
F.

Plaintiff faileu -

.

^n.i^n^

•-•; r-

^avajo

Tribal Law by its assignor.
G.

Since Plaintiff's assignor violated Navajo

Law in repossessing the

truck. \• la.ntiff's deficiency

Tribal
judgment

should be barred or offset by statutory damages.
POINT II.

Plaintiff's sale of

the repossessed vehicle to a

jointly owned business violated the Utah Uniform Commercial Code
provisions against

self dealing

and rendered

the

disposition

commercially unreasonable.
POINT III.

The trial court erred in finding that the sale

the repossessed vehicle was in all aspects commercially

of

reason-

able.
A.

The inadequate advertising and low number of

bids

solicited indicate a lack of commercial reasonableness.
B.

The

sale process

employed by

Plaintiff was

not

reasonably calculated to bring the best possible price under the
circumstances.
C.

Failure by a

notice to the debtor of

secured party to provide

reasonable

the sale of the repossessed

collateral

bars the secured party from obtaining a deficiency judgment.
D.

The combined effect of Plaintiff's numerous errors

in the repossession

and resale of

Defendant's truck compels a.

conclusion that all aspects of the repossession and sale of
collateral, were not commercially reasonable.

7

the

ARGUMENT

POINT I,
THE TRIAL COURT ERRED IN HOLDING THAT THERE WAS
VIOLATION OF NAVAJO TRIBAL LAW IN THE REPOSSESSION
THE TRUCK.
A.
on tribal

Navajo Tribal Law
lands

prohibits repossession of

absent owner's

written

consent or

NO
OF
vehicles
a Navajo

Tribal court order.
Sections 607 and 609 of Title

7 of the Navajo Tribal

Code

establish the boundaries within which a repossession can lawfully take place on the lands

of the Navajo Nation.

It states

follows:
S 607. Repossession of Personal Property
The personal property of Navajo Indians shall not be
taken from the territorial jurisdiction of the Navajo
Nation under the procedures of repossession except in
strict compliance with the following:
(1) Written consent to remove the property from the
territorial jurisdiction of the Navajo Nation shall be
secured from the purchaser at the time repossession is
sought. The written consent shall be retained by the
creditor and exhibited to the Navajo Nation police
officer or official upon proper demand.
(2) Where the Navajo refuses to sign said written
consent to permit removal of the property from the
jurisdiction of the Navajo Nation, the property shall
be removed only by order of a District Court of the
Navajo Nation in an appropriate legal proceeding.
§ 609. Civil liability
Any person who violates 7 N.T.C. § 607 and any
business whose employee violates such section is
deemed to have breached the peace of the Navajo
Nation, and shall be civilly liable to the
purchaser for any loss caused by the failure to
comply with 7 N.T.C. §§ 607-609.
If the personal property repossessed is consumer goods (to wit: goods used or bought for use
primarily for personal, family or household purposes), the purchaser has the right to recover in
any event an amount not less then the credit service charge plus 10% of the principal amount of
the debt or the time price differential plus 10%
8

as

of the cash price.
Purchaser means the person who owes payment or
other performance of an obligation secured by personal property, whether or not the purchaser owns
or has rights in the personal property.
I!

ihiavaiu Fiitial

i .iw i >,

ipp n 1Mb i r nni

enforceable

in

this case.
In this case, the contract between Defendant and
was entered into outside

of the reservation

repossessed on the Navajo Reservation,

Plaintiff

but the truck

was

(TR pp. 45, 51).

The question of whether the provisions of the Navajo Tribal
Code are enforceable against
similar to

this case

was

non-Indians in circumstances
answered in Babbitt Ford,

very

Inc. v.

Navajo Indian Tribe, 710 F.2d 587 (9th Cir. 1983).

In Babbitt,

two off-reservation car dealerships were sued for

noncompliance

of the consent requirements

of § 607 of

Title 7 of the

Navajo

Tribal Code. The dealerships resorted to self-help when repossessing the vehicles from the reservation, instead of

following

the consent requirements of the Navajo Code.
The court held

that even though

the sales contracts

were

entered into off the reservation lands,, the car dealerships were
subject to the tribal repossession laws and not the laws of

the

state where the contract was

The

court also

stated that

entered into. Id. at 594-95.

subjecting non-Indians

entering Navajo Tribal Lands

to damages

and repossessing vehicles

without

complying with consent provisions of the Navajo Tribal Code
not conflict

with any

overriding

595-97.

9

federal interests.

for

Id.

did
at

The rule of
this case.

law stated

Since the

in Babbitt should

repossession of

be followed

the truck

in

occurred

on

Navajo tribal lands, the Utah Court should enforce the requirements of the Navajo Tribal Code.
C. The truck was repossessed by Plaintiff's assignor.
The Retail Installment Contract
in this case was

prepared by Plaintiff to

Credit Corporation.

(TR p. 5).

Chrysler Credit Corporation who
price of

for purchase of the

the truck.

In

be sold to

truck

Chrysler

The contract was then sold
actually financed the

the event

of

default on

to

purchase

the

loan,

Plaintiff was obligated to receive the repossessed vehicle

from

Chrysler Credit and pay th€*m the balance remaining on the

loan.

(TR p. 5).

After Chrysler

Credit repossessed

the truck,

the

contract was sold back to

Plaintiff with full recourse back

the dealership.

6, 8).

(TR pp.

Installment Contract

was assigned

Plaintiff could

Defendant

repossessed truck

sue

and sue

In other
back

on the

Defendant

words, the

to Plaintiff

that

sell

the

deficiency.

It

or

clearly follows that all claims Plaintiff has against
arise

from

the

fact

that

Plaintiff

is

Retail

so

contract
for the

to

the

Defendant

assignee

of

are subject

to

Defendant's loan contract with Chrysler Credit.
D.

Plaintiffs claims

against Defendant

any defenses that Defendant could have claimed against

Chrysler

Credit.
It is a general rule that

an assignee of a contract

10

takes

subject to all

defenses existing

time of the a s s i g n m e n t .

In

agai nst the

assignor at

the

A s s o c i a t e s L o a n C o . v. W a l k e r ,

416

P.2d 529 (N.M. 1 9 6 6 ) , the court h e l d :
T h e fundamental rule of
law, unchanged b y the
quoted
section of the U n i f o r m
Commercial C o d e , is that
an
assignee of a chose in action acquires b y v i r t u e
of
h i s assignment nothing m o r e t h a n the assignor h a d
and
all equities and defense w h i c h could h a v e b e e n
raised
b y the debtor against the assignor
are available
to
the debtor against the a s s i g n e e .
Id. at 5 3 1 .
Further support for this general

p r i n c i p l e is found in D a l y

S h i m l i n , 610 P.2d 397 (Wyo. 1 9 8 0 ) .
"an assignee

of a

chose

in action

v.

Ther e, the coi ir t stated that
takes

it subject

to

all

d e f e n s e s , including s e t o f f s , existing at the time of the a s s i g n ment."

Id. at 4 0 5 .

The Plaintiff received the truck b a c k from Chrysler
C o r p o r a t i o n , its a s s i g n o r , and then sought a d e f i c i e n c y
against the D e f e n d a n t .
subject to any

Credit
judgment

T h e r e f o r e , the Plaintiff m a d e n-s claims

defenses or

setoffs that could

against Chrysler Credit C o r p o r a t i o n

have b e e n

for the u n l a w f u l

made

reposses-

sion of the v e h i c l e .
E.

The t rial court erred i n h o l d i n g that Plaintiff h a d no

b u r d e n to p r o v e compliance

w i t h the repossession p r o v i s i o n s

of

the N a v a j o T r i b a l C o d e .
T h e trial

court erred

that Plaintiff did not h a v e
the truck.

(TR p p . 7 3 - 7 4 ) .

an order or consent agreement
sonable.

b y requiring

that D e f e n d a n t

a w r i t t e n court order to

repossess

R e q u i r i n g D e f e n d a n t to p r o v e
does not exist is clearly

D e f e n d a n t testified that

11

she did not give

prove

that
unrea-

permission

for the truck
never saw
session.

to be repossessed

a Navajo

(TR pp. 751-52)

Tribal Court

and that

Order permitting

(TR p. 52). She also testified that the

occurred on the Navajo Reservation.

she

the reposrepossession

(TR p. 51). Once Defendant

testified to those facts, the burden to show the existence of
Tribal order

or

Plaintiff, since

written consent

should

those facts

documents, if

or

have shifted
they

to

a

the

existed,

would have been easily obtainable by Plaintiff.
F.

Plaintiff

failed

to

prove

compliance

with

Navajo

Tribal Law by its assignor.
Plaintiff failed
complied with

Navajo

to

present evidence

Tribal Law.

that

Defendant's

its

assignor

uncontroverted

testimony showed that the repossession occurred on Navajo Tribal
Lands without her

permission or

Plaintiff did not

attempt to

it put on any
Credit, had

a Navajo

refute that

evidence to suggest

complied

requirements of

or

Code.

error for the trial court to

testimony.

to

comply

Order.

Nor

that its assignor,

even attempted

the Tribal

Tribal Court

did

Chrysler
with

Therefore, it was

the

clearly

refuse to find a violation of

the

Navajo Tribal Code in the repossession of Defendant's truck.
G.
in

Since Plaintiff's assignor violated Navajo Tribal

repossessing

the

truck,

Plaintiff's

deficiency

Law

judgment

should be barred or offset by statutory damages.
Section 609 of Title 7 of the Navajo Tribal Code states:
S 609. Civil liability
Any person who violates 7 N.T.C § 607 and any
business whose employee violates such section is
deemed to have breached the peace of the Navajo

12

Nation, and shall be civilly liable to the purchaser
for any loss caused by the failure to comply with 7
N.T.C. §§ 607-609.
The remedy

stated in

fashioned after the

the Navajo

remedy provi ded I n

Code for violations of that Code.
Annotated (1953, as

amended).

statutory damages in

the amount

plus 10% of
damage in

the principal
this

Tribal Code

Commercial

See § 70A-9-507(1), Utah Code
7 N.T.C.

§ 609

provides

of til:le credit service

be

charge) plus $743.16 (10% of

clearly

1 :i le Uniform

amount of the

case would

is

debt. The

$1,443.59 (the

for

charge

statutory

credit

service

the principal amount of the

debt)

for a total of $2,186.75 (R p. 4). Defendant should at least be
entitled to

an

offset

in that

amount

against

the

judgment

entered against her.
However, in cases

similar to

accepted an alternative remedy
in the Code.
vehicle has

In

this, the

to the statutory damages

cases where the repossession

been improper

Utah Courts have

In a

listed

and resale of

consumer case, the court

a

has

totally barred the repossessor's deficiency judgment rather than
award the

statutory damages.

Glaubensklee, 649 P.2d

Pioneer

28, 31 (Utah,

and interests protected by §§ 607

Dodge Center, Inc. v.
1982).

Since the

rights

and 609 of the Navajo

Tribal

Code are similar to those protected by §§ 70A-9-5Q4 through
of the Utah Code, the court should make
the deficiency judgment

the remedy of

available to victims

507

barring

of violations

of

the Navajo Tribal Code.

the

The evidence clearly

shows that

Navajo

in

Tribal

Code

Chrysler Credit

repossessing

13

violated

Defendant's

truck.

Chrysler Credit then

assigned the loan

giving rise to Plaintiff's right
since Plaintiff takes the right
available against
offset for

Credit violated

the

should therefore

to sue for a deficiency.
to sue subject to all

Chrysler Credit,

statutory

damages
Navajo

have been

contract to Plaintiff,

their claim

or total

Tribal

bar

Code.

barred or

defenses

is subject

because

to

Chrysler

Plaintiff's

at least

But

claim

offset by

the

amount of $2,186.75.

POINT II,
RESPONDENT'S SALE OF THE REPOSSESSED VESICLE TO A
JOINTLY OWNED BUSINESS VIOLATED THE UTAH
UNIFORM
COMMERCIAL CODE PROVISIONS AGAINST SELF DEALING AND
RENDERED THE DISPOSITION COMMERCIALLY UNREASONABLE.
Part of the Utah Uniform

Commercial Code dealing with

the

disposition of repossessed collateral states as follows:
. . . Sale or other disposition may be as a unit or in
parcels and at any time and place and in any terms but
every aspect of the disposition including the method,
manner, time, place, and terms must be commercially
reasonable. . . . The secured party may buy at any
public sale and if the collateral is of a type customarily sold in a recognized market or is of a type which
is the subject of widely distributed standard price
quotations he may buy at private sale.
Utah Code Annotated §

70A--9-504( 3) (1953 as amended)

(emphasis

added).
In order

for

a

sale to

be

commercially

reasonable, a

secured party may not buy collateral it holds at a private

sale

unless either of the two established exceptions under Utah

Code

Annotated §

70A-9-504(3) apply.

The statute

states that

the

exceptions are that the collateral must be of a type "customarily sold

in a

recognized market"
14

or must

be "the

subject

of

widely

distributed

••t \ c.-. <jn lotat i 01 is"

st anclar ^

repossessed collateral falls within
the purchase by

the creditor

Unless

the

one of the two exceptions,

at a private

sale is

considered

wrongful.
Courts have

generally held

that automobiles

within either of the two exceptions listed above.
Management Ass*n of Colorado Springs
(Colo* 1973), the

court held that

do not
In

fall

Community

v. Tousley, 505 P.2d

1314

repossessed automobiles

are

not collateral of a type sold in a recognized market.
In Carter

v. Ryburn

Ford Sales, Inc.,

451

S.W. 2d

199

(Ark. 1970), the court rejected the argument that N.A.D.A. books
provided a "widely distributed

standard price quotation."

court also held that a secured

party is not complying -.*;:•. the

commercial code when he purchases a used car at his own

The

private

sale*
The court in Jackson State Bank v. Beck, -•
1978), addressed the issue of
collateral to itself without

r , ,.d i 6h <vy<;.

remedy when a secured party

coming within the two exceptions.

The bank in that case sold collateral consisting or such
as used vehicles, tools, equipment, and
and then later sold the

sold

furniture, to

things
itself,

collateral to a corporation formed

managed by two officers of the bank.

The court held:

VJe would make the point that a secured creditor who
purchases collateral from himself, unless he can bring
himself within the "recognized market" or "standard
price quotation" exceptions, is in the same direct
violation of the requirements of the statute as is the
creditor who fails to give notice.
Id. at 170.
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and

The court in

Jackson barred the

any deficiency from the
the collateral
sale.

creditor from

recovering

sale of repossessed collateral

was purchased

by the

bank at

its own

because
private

Thus the bank was unable to show that every aspect of the

sale was commercially reasonable.
In Vic Hanson &

Son, Inc. v. Crowley,

N.W.2d 728 (1973), the question
by the

court. The

57 Wis.2d 106, 203

of self-dealing was also

creditor sold

the repossessed

faced

vehicle

to

itself for $700.00, a wholesale price, at a private sale. There
were assertions that

the retail price

was between $995.00

and

$1,595.00. The court was bothered that the record was barren as
to the retail value of the car at the time of the private
There was some evidence
but the

court said

of abuse to the

that self-serving

vehicle by the

statements made

sale.
debtor

by

creditor about the price were not convincing to the court.

the
The

court explained the wholesale price received at the private sale
was not indicative of

the fair market

value.

Id., at 732-33.

Additionally, the court decided for the debtor because testimony
by the office manager of the secured party related that automobiles were taken in at wholesale so the secured party could sell
the car

at

retail and

make

money.

In

barring

the

secured

party's deficiency judgment, the court stated:
Such a practice has no place in a private sale of
debtor's collateral in that plaintiff, as a secured
party, owes the duty to defendants to use reasonable
efforts to obtain the best price to protect debtor's
interests. The secured party should not "make money'
from the sale of debtor's collateral.
Id., at 733.
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In the instant case, Plaintiff sold Defendant's vehicle
an apparent private

sale to

Davis Chrysler Dodge, one of

three parties, other than Plaintiff to extend bids.
23-24).

at

only

(TR pp. 15,

Davis Chrysler Dodge and Plaintiff are both wholly owned

and controlled by the Davis family.

The primary stockholders

both businesses are the same. (R pp. 29-30).

While the Defendant

realizes that these are two separate companies, the same
self-dealing practices that the

of

abusive

statute was enacted to prevent,

are present in this manner of dealing.

The same group of

people

direct both businesses, creating an opportunity for self-dealing,
even though the truck has moved

to a new location and under

umbrella of a different business.

the

The transaction is self-

dealing in practice clothed in the garb of a nonselfdealing

transaction.

The

Davis

family,

as

the

primary

stockholders and business directors, profit whether the truck
on the lot

at Davis

Chrysler Dodge or

Chrysler Dodge

is

Country,

USA.
The Code
That purpose
circumvent the

was

designed to

should not

be

avoided by

code requirements

itself under the guise

protect

against

allowing a

company

to

the collateral

to

The harm to

the

the court should

not

by selling

of a separate company.

debtor from self-dealing is

so great that

self-dealing.

allow this transaction to take place unless the two exceptions of
§ 70A-9-504(3) apply.

Since they do not apply in this case, the

deficiency judgment should be barred as in the Jackson
State Bank and Vic Hanson cases.
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POINT III,
THE TRIAL COURT ERRED IN FINDING THAT THE SALE OF THE
REPOSSESSED VEHICLE WAS IN ALL ASPECTS COMMERCIALLY
REASONABLE.
Section 70A-9-504(3) of the Utah Code imposes on a creditor
the obligation of

selling repossessed collateral

cially reasonable manner.

in a commer-

It states:

Disposition of the collateral may be by public or
private proceedings. . . but every aspect of the
disposition including the method, manner, time, place
and terms must be commercially reasonable. . . reasonable notification of the time and place of any public
sale or reasonable notification of the time after
which any private sale or any other intended disposition is to be made shall be sent by the secured party
to the debtor. (emphasis added)
No statutory definition of "commercially reasonable exists,
and therefore, a

determination whether a

reasonable depends
case.

upon the

The Utah Supreme Court

sale is

commercially

particular circumstances

of

has held that the statute

each
should

be interpreted exactly as it reads, "every aspect of the disposition including the method, manner, time, place, and terms must
be

commercially

reasonable."

FMA

Financial

Corp

v.

Pro-Printers, 590 P.2d 803, 806 (Utah 1979).
The burden is on the creditor to prove that every aspect of
the sale

was

reasonable in

transacted in
connection

good

with

faith and

the

sale

of

was

commercially

the

collateral when the creditor brings suit to obtain a

repossessed
deficiency

judgment. Pioneer Dodge Center, Inc. v. Glaubensklee, 649

P.2d

28, 30 (Utah 1982).
The trial court's Findings of
are mere repetitions of each

Fact and Conclusions of

other.
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In both, the court

Law

states

that " the

sale of the

collateral was done

reasonable manner taking into
stances".

Defendant

in a

commercially

consideration all of the

contends

that

properly a Conclusion of Law rather

that

statement

circumis more

than a Finding of Fact

and

as such, may be reviewed without giving any particular deference
to the trial court. But, even if held to be a Finding of Fact,
a review

of the

record shows

that Finding

to be

clearly

in

error.
In finding that the

repossession and resale was

in a commercially reasonable manner, the trial court

conducted
apparently

relied on the following facts:
The Plaintiff was not directly involved in the repossession
of the truck and did not

find out about the repossession

Chrysler Credit delivered the truck to Plaintiff's lot.
7-8).

The vehicle had high

mileage and was in rough

at the time it was delivered to Plaintiff's
Plaintiff then paid Chrysler
chase agreement.
sale on the

condition

(TR p. 10).

Credit $5,251.36 under the

lot immediately after

(TR pp.

(TR pp.

repur-

(TR p. 13). Plaintiff placed the vehicle

have an interested buyer
lot.

lot.

until

and did

not

in the first six weeks it was on

the

14, 36). Plaintiff

it received it

for

contacted three dealers

might be interested in purchasing the truck.

(TR p. 15).

who
They

were an automobile wholesaler from Salt Lake City (TR p. 15), a
used car dealer from Smithfield, Utah (TR p. 16), and a
car dealership

in Brigham City, Utah,

(TR p.p.

17, 29-30).

Plaintiff also offered itself a bid of $2,325.00 for the
(TR p. 18). The

truck sold for $2,350.00
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related

truck.

to the Brigham

City

dealership.

(TR p. 20, R p. 104)

was a

price for

fair

the

Plaintiff testified that that

truck at

the

time.

(TR

p. 18).

Plaintiff had the truck for sale on

its lot for two and a half

months by the it was sold.

(TR p.

19). There is no

that Plaintiff

attempted

its intent

notified or

to sell

the

truck prior

to notify
to

Defendant

the June

4th

advising that the truck would be sold on June 22nd.
R pp.

101-103)

In

fact, Plaintiff

Plaintiff had had the opportunity

testified

evidence
of

notice

(TR p. 23,
that

if

to sell the vehicle for

the
more

than $2,300.00 prior to June 22nd, he would have done it without
giving any prior notice to Defendant.

(TR p. 40).

Plaintiff's

goal was to maximize his own return on the vehicle (TR p. 40).
The notice

of

the repossession

Defendant's sister's address and

and

was sent to Defendant (after
and the

time the

truck

the

the four bids had been

was actually

advertisement.

estimated that if he spent

to

Plaintiff

between the time that the

Plaintiff presented no evidence as
frequency of

mailed

was never forwarded to Defen-

dant. (TR pp. 21-23, 45-49, R pp. 101-106).
advertised the truck for sale

sale was

sold.

(TR

notice

collected)

pp.

34-35).

to the content, quality, or
(TR

pp.

35-36).

Plaintiff

approximately $700.00 in fixing

the

truck up, he could have expected to sell the truck for $3,500.00
- $3,600.00 from his

retail lot.

(TR

pp. 38-39).

The

subse-

quent purchaser of the truck, Davis Chrysler Dodge, made repairs
to the truck in the approximate amount of $450.00 and placed
for sale on its lot for

$4,000.00.

not been sold

Chrysler Dodge as

by Davis

trial.
20

(TR p. 57), The truck
of the

date of

it
had
the

(TR p.

56). Defendant

market value of
resale.

presented no

the truck at

It was obvious

evidence as

the time of

that all those

the truck, did so with the

to the

fair

the repossession

who submitted bids

intention of

reselling the

or
for

truck

later for a profit.
Defendant asserts that

there are a

number of problems

in

the repossession and resale of the truck so that the combination
of these

factors

reasonable
included

proves that

under

the

a violation

the

sale was

circumstances.
of

the

Navajo

repossessor, Plaintiff's self-dealing,
limited bid solicitation
truck at wholesale

commercially

Those

irregularities

Tribal

Code

by

the

limited advertising

by the Plaintiff,

rather than at

not

and

Plaintiff sold

the

retail, Plaintiff failed

give adequate notice, and Plaintiff attempted to sell the

to

truck

prior to sending any notice to Defendant.
A.

The

inadequate

advertising

and low

number

of

bids

solicited indicate a lack of commercial reasonableness.
The Plaintiff

solicited only

own, in conjunction
101).

with the

Furthermore, Plaintiff

three bids,

other than his

private sale.

(TR p.

15, R

claims to have

done some

p.

adver-

tising but was unable to produce copies of the ads, and did

not

provide evidence of the date or content of the alleged ads.

(TR

pp. 34-36) In fact, Plaintiff limited its opportunity to receive
additional bids because of

poor advertising.

Court has considered

the issues of

advertising when the

creditor is selling

21

The Utah

limited bids and

Supreme

defective

repossessed goods

as

keys that discern whether

the sale was commercially

reasonable

under the circumstances of the particular case.
In FMA Financial Corp, v. Pro-Printers, 590 P.2d 803
1979), the court

dealt with

the sale

equipment and

the

interpretation

70A-9-504(3).

FMA

involved a

of

of repossessed
Utah

secured

Code

(Utah

printing

Annotated

creditor that

advertise the sale of the repossessed collateral, and

did

§

not

attempted

to obtain only three bids for the collateral.
The court concluded that as part of a commercially

reason-

able sale, the secured creditor should have made some attempt to
advertise in

local

journals

collateral repossessed.
in efforts

to sell

the

normally used

for

the

type

of

It also required "reasonable diligence"
collateral.

Id.

at 807.

The

court

doubted whether FMA had used reasonable diligence in advertising
and collecting

bids

and

therefore held

that

a

commercially

reasonable sale had not occurred.
In Pioneer Dodge Center, Inc. v. Glaubensklee, 649 P.2d

28

(Utah 1982), the Utah Supreme Court imposed certain requirements
on automobile dealers selling repossessed vehicles. The secured
party took the

truck to a

few lots and

obtained oral bids

of

undisclosed amounts, placed the truck on the sales lot for a few
days, and announced

the sale over

prior to the sale. Although
of a truck, the rule
was given

as

the loudspeaker

immediately

the case involved the public

sale

on advertising repossessed goods for

sale

a general

rule

applicable to

both

public

private sales.
Although there may be exceptions. . . we think that in
general an automobile dealer should advertise
a
22

and

repossessed car in a newspaper of general circulation
for a reasonable period of time and in a manner
consistent with the manner by which other used cars
are advertised. Because the sale in the instant case
was not conducted in a commercially reasonable manner,
plaintiff is barred from obtaining a
deficiency
judgment.
Id. at 31.
The case of Security State Bank v. Broadhead, 734 P.2d
(Utah 1987), where the court, held that selling a truck
a used car

lot was commercially

the circumstances of
case at bar.

In

that case, there

were solicited through
bids were received*

distinguished from

were two particular

to look beyond the

factors

fact that no bids

newspaper advertisement

and only

the bank gave notice

three

to the debtor

the sale was to take place and when the sale actually

protect his

the

First, there was a six-month waiting period

between the time when

Thus the court found

through

reasonable considering all of

the case, can be

that compelled the court

469

that the debtor

interest in

the

that

occurred.

had ample opportunity

truck had

he

chosen to

to

do so.

Second, the sale of the truck achieved over $1,000.00 above

the

Blue Book price.
In the

case at

bar,

the Defendant

did not

have

six-month cushion in which she could protect her interest.

a

She

never even received actual notice of the sale, and the truck was
sold before she was

even aware of

the situation. Neither

she fortunate enough to have her truck sell for $1,000.00

was
above

the Blue Book price.
The Plaintiff obtained only three bids, other than his own,
for the truck.

Plaintiff made a self-serving statement at trial
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that he advertised the

truck for sale.

However, there was

documentation presented to prove that the truck was ever
tised, nor was there any showing as to the content or
of the alleged advertising.
casually obtained

(R pp. 34-37).

bids from

family, and thereby

limited the

adver-

frequency

The Plaintiff

itself, personal

no

only

associates, and

bidding for the

truck by

not

advertising or inadequately advertising the truck for sale. The
deficiency judgment should be
not met its

barred because the Plaintiff

burden of proving

commercial reasonableness

has
under

the circumstances of this case. Broadhead, at 472.
B.

The sale process employed by Plaintiff was not reason-

ably calculated

to

bring the

best

possible price

under

the

circumstances•
The Uniform Commercial Code provides flexibility in
ing the secured party to choose whether to sell the
goods at a public or private sale.

repossessed

"There is no requirement

prohibition that the secured party sell at wholesale or
All that

is

required is

the

best possible

price

or

retail.

under

circumstances". Vic Hanson & Sons, Inc. v. Crowley, 203
728 at 733. The Code requires then

allow-

the

N.W.2d

that it is the duty of

the

creditor "to obtain the best possible price it could obtain

for

the collateral for

the benefit

of the debtor".

Id., at 731.

Giving the creditor the duty

to obtain the best price

possible

under the circumstances for

the collateral protects the

debtor

from unfair dealing by the creditor, resulting in an increase of
the debtor's deficiency obligation.

See also Foster v. Knutson,

527 P.2d 1108 (Wyo. 1974) (secured party must undertake to
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find

the best possible price for the collateral); A to Z Rental, Inc.
v. Wilson, 413
employ method

F.2d 880
of

sale

(10th Cir. 1969)

(secured party

reasonably designed

to

get

must

the

best

possible price obtainable).
Where an automobile dealer, who normally sells vehicles
retail, chooses to

sell a

repossessed vehicle

at

wholesale at

a

private sale, courts will scrutinize closely every aspect of the
sale because

the

opportunity to

prejudice

the debtor

is

so

apparent. Vic Hanson Supra, at 732.
In the

trial court, Plaintiff testified

that the Defen-

dant ' s
repossessed truck could have been offered for sale for $3,500.00
to $3,600.00 retail on
the private sale was

the lot, whereas

the price obtained

only $2,350.00 (TRp.

from the nature of the bidders

38)

It is

at

obvious

and the amount of the bids

that

the bidders intended to purchase the truck from Plaintiff, make
minor repairs, and then resell the truck at retail for a profit.
In that case, it

cannot be said that

the best possible price for

Plaintiff sought to

the collateral. The best

find

possible

price could have been obtained by selling the truck at a public
sale after proper advertising or by selling the truck at
from Plaintiff's

lot

reasonable diligence

after cleaning
and

up

advertising.

the truck

The

court

and

retail
using

should

not

condone the practice of car dealers selling repossessed vehicles
back and forth to each other at wholesale for future profit when
the person responsible for the deficiency is so obviously harmed

25

by the practice.

The Code was designed to protect against

that

abuse.
Since Plaintiff's manner and method of sale of the truck in
this case was improper, Plaintiff's deficiency should have

been

barred.
C.

Failure by

a

notice to the debtor of

secured

party

to

provide

reasonable

the sale of the repossessed

collateral

bars the secured party from obtaining a deficiency judgment.
Utah Code

Annotated

§ 70A-9-5Q4(3)

notification of the time after

requires

which any private sale or

disposition of the collateral is to be made".
Corp. v.

Pro-Printers,

"reasonable

590 P.2d

803

In FMA

(Utah 1979),

other

Financial
the

court

explained the notice requirements as follows:
The purpose of the notice requirement is for the
protection of the debtor, by permitting him to bid at
the sale, or arrange for interested parties to bid,
and to otherwise assure that the sale is conducted in
a commercially reasonable manner. The danger resulting from not notifying the debtor of the sale of
secured property is that the property may be sold for
an amount unreasonably below its market value, burdening the debtor with liability for the deficiency.
Id., at 807.
FMA held that

because the sale

and a failure to

was commercially

give notice existed,

unreasonable,

the creditor was

barred

from obtaining a deficiency judgment.
The Utah Supreme Court
cies in the

has ruled that technical

required notices, such as not

sessed collateral on the date

deficien-

selling the repos-

specified on the notice, may

be used by the debtor to avoid a deficiency judgment.

Security

State Bank v. Broadhead, 734 P.2d 1068, 1070 (Utah 1985).
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not

In the case at bar, Defendant believed
everything necessary
sister and

to

transfer title

brother-in-law.

knew of Plaintiff's intent
ciency until

she

was

entirely too late to
truck.

Plaintiff

had

(TR

that she had

of

the truck

done

to her

pp. 45-46).

Defendant

never

to sell the truck

and seek a

defi-

served the

Complaint

allow her to protect
a duty

in

this

action,

her interest in

to make reasonable

the

efforts

to

locate the Defendant, but no such reasonable efforts were made.
It is unreasonable that the
of Defendant's sister

Plaintiff did not at least

the address of

the Defendant.

inquire

It would

have involved a meager and reasonable effort by the Plaintiff.
Plaintiff claims that

it made reasonable

efforts to

notice of the sale to Defendant but was simply unable to
her.

send

locate

It is interesting that Plaintiff was unable to locate

her

to give her notice of the sale but was easily able to locate her
to serve her with a Summons and Complaint.

It is also important

to note that Plaintiff testified that it even attempted to
the truck prior to
36-37,

40).

That

sending any notices
is

a

clear

to Defendant.

violation

of

the

sell

(TR pp.
notice

requirements of § 70A-9-504(3).
Plaintiff's unexcused failure to
the repossession and sale and
vehicle prior to

give Defendant notice

Plaintiff's attempts to sell

sending any notice

to Defendant require

Plaintiff's claim for a deficiency judgment be barred.
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of
the

that

D.

The combined effect of Plaintiffs numerous errors

the repossession

and

resale

of

Defendant's

truck

in

compel

conclusion that all aspects of the repossession and sale of

a

the

collateral were not commercially reasonable.
Even if the court decides that each of Plaintiff's
when viewed

alone, does

unreasonableness, the
that finding.

not require

totality

of the

Prejudice to Defendant

repossessed on the Navajo

a finding

of

errors,

commercial

circumstances

requires

began when her truck

Reservation without any prior

was

notice

to her, an obvious violation of the Navajo Tribal Code.
Plaintiff then attempted to sell the truck prior to sending
notice to Defendant which

was a violation

of the Utah

Commercial Code. Then, when Plaintiff solicited

any

Uniform

bids for

the

truck, it limited those bids to only four, including itself as a
bidder which

was

another

against self-dealing.
was obviously set at
purchaser to turn

violation

the

Code

provisions

Finally, the price received for the truck
an amount that was

around and sell

for a profit.

Plaintiff

possible price

for

business to be able

of

did not

the truck.

intended to allow

the truck iinranediately
attempt to

It

get the

wanted its

to make another profit

the

again

highest

jointly

owned

when the truck

was

The combination of the factors stated above shows that

the

resold.

repossession and resale

of the

truck did not

comply with

commercial reasonableness requirements of the Code.
Plaintiff's deficiency judgment should therefore be barred.
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the

CONCLUSION
In repossessing

Defendant's

violated the provisions
violation, Plaintiff's
Defendant should at

of the

truck,

Navajo Tribal

deficiency

least be

Plaintiff's

Code. For

claim should

entitled to

assignor

be

have the

barred

the self-dealing

Code by selling

the truck at

business.

violation should

That

judgment to be barred.
should be

barred

Further-

prohibitions in

private sale to

a jointly

cause Plaintiff's

or

deficiency

offset by $2,186.75, the amount of statutory damages.
more, Plaintiff violated

that

the

owned

deficiency

Finally, Plaintiff's deficiency judgment

because

Plaintiff did

aspects of the repossession and

not

prove

that

sale of the truck were

all

commer-

cially reasonable.
Defendant therefore
Circuit

Court

be

requests

reversed,

barring

judgment because of Plaintiff's
Commercial Code and/or

that

the

Judgment

Plaintiff's

the

deficiency

violations of the Utah

allowing a $2,186.75

of

Uniform

offset for viola-

tions of the Navajo Tribal Code.

Respectfully submitted this /S

day of September, 1988.

RICHARD A. HUMMEL
Attorney for Defendant/Appellant
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I hereby certify that I mailed 4 copies of the
foregoing Brief of Appellant to N. GEORGE DAINES, Attorney for
Plaintiff/Respondent, 108 North Main, Suite 200, Logan, Utah,
844££ on this /Jr

day of September, 1988.

JZ^LSJ?
RICHARD A. HUMMEL
Attorney for Defendant/Appellant
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ADDENDUM

7 Navajo Tribal Code §§ 607 and 609

page A

Utah Code Annotated §§ 70A-9-504(3) and 507(1)...

page A

Automobile Agreement

page A-3 and A

Retail Installment Contract

page A-5 and A

June 4th Letter

page A

Certification and Receipt

page A

June 22nd Letter

page A

Certification and Receipt

page A-
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§ 607. Repossession ^Tper^onal^property
TITe~personal property of Navajo Indians shall not be taken from
the territorial jurisdiction, of the Navajo Nation under the procedures of repossession except in strict compliance with the following:
(1) Written consent to remove the property from the territorial
jurisdiction of the Navajo Nation shall be secured from the purchaser at the time repossession is sought. The written consent
shall be retained by the creditor and exhibited to the Navajo Nation
police officer or official upon proper demand,
(2) Where the Navajo refuses to sign said written consent to
permit removal of the property from the jurisdiction of the Navajo
Nation, the property shall be removed only by order of a District
Court of the Navajo Nation in an appropriate legal proceeding.
Source. Tiibal Council Res. CD-94-85, Exhibit D, passed Dec. 4, 1985.
1985 amendment. Amended generally.
1. Jurisdiction. Navajo court has subject matter jurisdiction over a wrongful
repossession action claiming noncompliance with this section, under code section giving court jurisdiction over certain actions and also over all other
matters over which jurisdiction has vested or may vest in the future. Thompson v. Wayne Lovelady's Frontier Ford (C.A. 1978) 1 Nav. R. 282.
Navajo Nation has the power to grant its courts personal jurisdiction over
foreign corporations as a consequence of such corporations' acts in Navajo
terntory, such as wrongful repossession alleged in instant case, according to
modern expansions of the "minimum contacts" due process standard. Id.
Court has jurisdiction over a non-Indian, non-resident business or individual
which is alleged to have wrongfully repossessed personal property on Navajo
land. Id.

J

609, CjnIJiability

_)

^ ^ n T p e r s o n who violates 7 N.T.C. § 607 and any business whose
employee violates such section is deemed to have breached the peace
of the Navajo Nation, and shall be civilly liable to the purcha^r
for any loss caused by the failure to comply with 7 N.T.C SS 607609.
**
If the personal property repossessed is consumer goods (to wit:
goods used or bought for use primarily for personal, family or
household purposes), the purchaser has the right to recover in any
event an amount not less than the credit service charge plus 10%
of the principal amount of the debt or the time price differential
plus 10% of the cash price.
Purchaser means the person who owes payment or other perform*
ance of an obligation secured by personal property, whether or not
the purchaser owns or has rights in the personal property.
Source. Tribal Council Res. CD-94-85, Exhibit D, passed Dec. 4, 1985.
1985 amendment Substituted "of the Navajo Nation" for "of the lands under
the jurisdiction of the Navajo Tribe", in the first sentence.

70A-9-504. Secured party's right to dispose of collateral after
default — Effect of disposition.
(3)

Disposition of the collateral may be by public or private proceedings and may be made by way of one or more contracts. Sale or
other disposition may be a3 a unit or in parcels and at any time
and place and on any terms but every aspect of the disposition
including the method, manner, time, place and terms must be commercially reasonable. Unless collateral is perishable or threatens
to decline speedily in value or is of a type customarily sold on a
recognized market, reasonable notification of the time and place of
any public sale or reasonable notification of the time after which
any private sale or other intended disposition is to be made shall
be sent by the secured party to the debtor, if he has not signed
after default a statement renouncing or modifying his right to notification of sale. In the case of consumer goods no other notification
need be sent. In other cases notification shall be sent to any other
secured party from whom the secured party has received (before
sending his notification to the debtor or before the debtor's renunciation of his rights) written notice of a claim of an interest in the
collateral. The secured parly may buy at any public sale and if the
collateral is of a type customarily sold in a recognized market or
is of a type which is the subject of widely distributed standard
pi ice quotations he may buy at private sale.

70A-9-507. Secured party's liability for failure to comply with this
part,
(1) If it is established that the secured party is not proceeding in
accordance with the provisions of this part disposition may be
ordered or restrained on appropriate terms and conditions. If the
disposition has occurred the debtor or any person entitled to notification or whose security interest has been made known to the
secured party prior to the disposition has a right to recover from
the secured party any loss caused by a failure to comply with the
provisions of this part. If the collateral is consumer goods, the
debtor has a right to recover in any event an amount not less than
the credit service charge plus ten per cent of the principal amount
of the debt or the time price differential plus ten per cent of the
cash price.

VfHICLf S U V f l ' O l D f l

EXHIBIT^*

O

AUTOMOBILE
AGREEMENT

DEALER NUMBER

1575
7900 NORTH MAIN IOGAN UTAH PH 752 0050

Pu.run„.

APR

Date.

Chrysler Dodge Country USA, Inc.
AAAr***

LOUISE CURLLY

HI

TREMONTON
. Phone
Zip Code
84331.
State J I L .
I HEREBY AGREE TO PURCHASE FROM YOU, UNDER THE TERMS AND CONDITIONS SPECIFIED, THE FOLLOWING
NO

v E An

\Txx

144063

USED\

RAM-50

Et|2F —
I I

3

fcl«

801-257-3161

COLOR

I D E N T I F I C A T I O N NUMBER

MODEL

MAKE

198< DODGE

19 85

WEST 6»S0UTH #2

City.

STOCK

4

OOOM R E A D

13

SILVER

JB7FP24D4FP111407

5

9

13

6
7

10
11

14

8

12

16

1

J

15

19
r or a * s o o n t h e r e a f t e r as p o s s i b l e
D e l i v e r y of ' h i s p u r c h a s e is Io be mode .
t h a i n e i t h e r ' h e d e a l e r nor ' h e M a n u f a c t u r e r w i l l be l i a b l e for f a i l u r e ' o e f f e c ' d e l i v e r y

It is a g r e e d , h o w e v e r .

Buyer assumes espons hil ty fo» any ) Merence r» payoff
n r < ( F f t o' om unl sbo* n I elow a 'd will pny such difference
in cosh on den»md If noi t o poid buye ouirorites dealer
01 dealer « Opl on 'O increase ihe moilhly pnymerils and
coiii oct to'or ce io co»» the d I I * e n t f und finance c hinges
ll * son o» repoisess i h " r m told
Delivery 0 t th * outomob I* s accepted by purchaser subiect
»o credit approval by lb * leoler o» O fitonctng institution
ond n ihe event of a c»ed • report unacceptable to the
I r i c ng inst tot on the purchaser ** II return the oido
mob le herein described mined Jlely In lh« deoler and priy
any costs nvolvfHrn veb c I* repoir which damage may hove
been created du vd term of buyers usage

SA UX. 3-£ (Pcudx

S gnotun

Selling P n c e

^\

)^

Cosh Price w / A iccessone

7556.83.

Documentary Fee

4200.00_

*4

7556 . 8 3
,00

T O T A L CASH PRICE ( 1 )

Net for Soles Tox

7581

3Tifi.R3
NOTICE

TO BUYER

warranties

cither

The

seller,

express

or

hereby

implied,

expressly

disclaims

including

any

L i c e n s e & T i t l e Fe

implied

O f f i c i a l Fees

w a r r a n t y o l m e r c h a n t a b i l i t y or I l l n e s s for a p a r t i c u l a r p u r p o s e , a n d
neither

assumes

nor a u t h o r i s e s

a n y o t h e r p e r s o n to a s s u m e for

it

(2)

ony l i a b i l i t y i n c o n n e c t i o n w i t h the s o l e of t h e v e h i c l e

1

MAZDA

JL86.00
_JLt,_50
NONE
NONE

all

I GLC

~

SI

TOTAL 1 & 2

7786 _32
15319
Used Cor Allowance
nonce Owed To

I TAN
4200.00

-4502X
Bol Que (Pay off)

Special Cosh Payment Due
r

3364

#

25

3350^

Net Equity

FIRST_SBCURITY_ BANK
(No interest ehorged by Dealer)

19

400.00

a s h on Delivery

Cosh Deposit with Older

_00 _ 00_

500 _0&

TOTAL DOWN PAYMENT

_zs

NET BALANCE DUF
LIABILITY

6950 J5R

INSURANCE COVERAGE FOR

BODILY INJURY AND PROPERTY DAMAGE

F i r e , Theft A

CAUS&D TO OTHERS IS NOT INCLUDED

Comprehensive

—NONE
-163.30

Credit L i f e
Accident ond Health

\~A

C u l l o m c . * S gnolure

317.73

PHft-iiasAatwftDBMso)

Q

a

Payment Schedule
poymenU 0 S

Special Notes

Bqlonce in

48

NONE

Monthly Notes of J

4

Du

J 8 4 . 9 0 " o c h »>a,""°

5 / 1 9 / 8 5

Including Insurance

FINANCE CHARGE

-. $

N0NE o

(Insert amount of eoeb payment ihot is more thon t w i c e the amount of ony oliherwise
regularly scheduled equal payment)

J 7 4 3 1- 6 1 .

(4)

-1443-59

D E F E R R E D P A Y M E N T PRICE
Sum of

Balloon Payment (s) S NONE.

NONE
_48J ax

UNPAID BALANCE

Iwl

1, 2, 3 ond 4

9710

T O T A L OF PAYMENTS

_i5

8873 20

ANNUAL PERCENTAGE RATE
CREDIT LIFE INSURANCE ELIGIBILITY
Credit l i f * insurance and oi accident ond health insurance is avoilable
only on the l i f e of one natural person who is obligated to moke payments
under this retail installment instrument and who is under the age of 65 on the
date hereof Benefits w i l l be limited to o refund of premiums if there is no
person e l i g i b l e for such insurance or f death results from suicide w i t h i n one
year from dote be»e«f or Irom certain pre e x i s t i n g diseases or conditions
within ninety doys from the date hereof

Credit L i f e or Credit Accident & Health Insurance on the l i f e of

LOUISE CURLEY
Credit Accident ond, or L i f e Insurance provided by

UNIVERSAL UNDERWRITERS
In accordance with the separate A p p l i c a t i o n N o t i c e
C e r t i f i c a t e or P o l i c y delivered to Buyer this dote

. .. / Q C
4/4/o!)

Thi« agreement is not bmdinq on dealer u n t i l accepted by dealer in w r i t i n g
I Hove read the printed matter on the bocfc hereof and agree to it as a port of
this agreement ond the front and bock of this agreement comprise the entire agreement pertaining Io thi s purchase In the event the cor sold hereunder i s o used
cor it is agreed that dealer assumes only such warranty obligations to Buyer as are set forth on the face of this order or in a separate written instrument i f
ony New cor warranties ore only those which are issued in writing directly from the manufacturer

NOTICE TO THE BUYER
Do not sign this contract before you read it or if it contains any blank spaces.
You are entitled to an exact copy of the contract you sign
Buyer acknowledges /eceipt of a true and completely filled in copy of this con,n B
tract at the time of /ignlnf
M Buyer s
T Siqnoture
A. Co Buyer s"'

l f'

/T

/I

Sal e s m a n s
Accepted
(Musi Be Accepted By An Aoihori.ed Represent*!.v. ol ibe Dealer)
Credit Approval

CHRYSLER

CREDIT

CORP

ADDITIONAL TERMS AND CONDITIONS

Balloon Pnyment(s)
A balloon payment may be refinanced only upon such terms and conditions

successively or concurrently. Waiver by Seller of any default shall not bo

as the. then parties to this .contract may agree as of it's due date provided

deemed a waiver of any other default. Seller shall be entitled to any remedy

that

provided by law.

if this contract evidences a purchase of the Property primarily for

a personal, family or hourehold purpose and the payment schedule has not

YMJfllJ'J MiilUOJ

been adjusted to the seasonal or irrefluliFi'Mcomei'of «6uycr, B^yer shrill

Use of Property - Warranties

have the right to refinance any Balloon Payment at the time it is due w i t h -

Buyer shall keep it's Property free from all encumbrances, and any amount

out pena!|Y,ti|K>Q'»hp saenj terms as the original sale.

rc..c ^y

that may be poMJjby Seller in release or di$tfi^HMWfr*'oJ shall be paid by
Buyer to Seller forthwith upon demand with interest at the highest lawful

Delinquency Chatges: Buyei

hereby agrees to pay a delinquency

charge

contract rate. Buyer shall not use the Property illegally, improperly or for

on each instalment in default for more than 10 days in the amount of 5%

hire

(unless stated herein) and shall not remove \{y{ Property

from the

thereof fir $ 5 . 0 0 , whichever is ,1CM,,plus such expenses incurred by p5p'|«fr.» . . i (•, ictwnty of his rtmlepce,without the w ^ t e n ^ r n p s i o n of SellftyByJifjrfwill
in effecting collection herrijndet hi may be allowed by law or Selfer m a y , '

**

at it's option, defer such delinquent instalments in which event Buyer shall

settle directly with the original Seller all claims concerning the Property
or it's use of operation.

pay a deferral charge computed at the rate specified as the annual % rate,
on the amount of such instalments until paid.

Risk of Loss • Insurance
The Property shall be at Buyer's risk. Buyer shall obtain and maintain at his

Security Interest:

Seller shall have a security interest under the Uniform

own expense for so long as any amount remains unpaid hereunder insurance

Commercial Code in the Pioperty (described above) arid in the proceeds

protecting the interests of Buyer and Seller against loss, damage or destruc-

thereof

to secure the payment in cash of the Total of Payments and all

tion of or to the Property in such forms and amounts as Seller may require.

other amounts due or to become due hereunder.

The inclusion of a charge for insurance herein shall not relieve Buyer of such
obligation but only authorizes Seller to attempt to obtain the requested

Prepayment debate:

Buyer may prepay his obligations under this contract

coverages on Buyer's behalf through an authorized agent, provided, if Seller

in lull at any time prior to maturity of the final instalment hereunder,

is unable to obtain the requested coverages for the term indicated for the

and, if he dons so. shall receive a rebate of the unearned portion

amount included herein. Seller may (i) obtain such coverages for such term,

Finance

Chaige

computed

under

of the

the sum of the digits method subject

if any, as the insurance carrier

to whom Seller shall apply therefor will

to retention by Seller of n m i n i m u m finance charge of $ 5 . 0 0 if the amount

provide for such amount, or (ii) credit such amount to the final maturing

financed does not exceed S 7 5 . 0 0 , or, $ 7 . 5 0 if the amount financed exceeds

instalments hereunder in inverse order of maturity or as otherwise required

$ 7 5 . 0 0 . N o rebate will be marie if the amount thereof is less than $ 1 . 0 0 .

by law.
I I Buyer fails to obtain or maintain such insurance, or fails to furnish satis-

Assignment-, - ^

£;• ^ ^ i j i ^

factory evidence therof upon request. Seller m a y , but shall not be required

The original Seller may assign this contract and his assignee shall acquire all

to, and without prejudice to his rights hereunder if he does not, obtain such

of his interest in this contract and the Property and shall be entitled to all

insurance protecting either the interests of Buyer and Seller or the interests

the Vigltts-and privileges of Seller hereunder. After Buyer ferieives'notice

of Seller only. In such event, Buyer agrees to reimburse Seller for the cost

of any such assignment. Buyer shall make all payments hereunder directly

thereof forthwith upon demand together with interest thereon at the highest

to Iht^luitd'ir \hereof and the original Seller shall not be lhp jatjnhf i3f .the

lawful contract rate.

holder for transmission of payment! or otherwise. Buyer shall not transfer

Buyer hereby assigns to Seller any monies payable under such insurance, by

or otherwise dispo* ? of any interest in this contract or the Property.

whomever obtained, including returned or unearned

premiums, and Seller

hereby is authorized on behalf of both Buyer anil Seller to receive or collect
Default

..I'.iO.l

same, to endorse checks or drafts in payment thereof, to cancel such in-

Time is of the essence of tW*'contract. In the event Buyer defaults in any

surance or to release or settle any claim with respect thereto. The proceeds

payment, or fails to obtarrrjor ffnlrttain the insurance required hereunder,

from such insurance by whomever obtained, shall be applied toward replace-

or fail"? to comply

with any other provision hereof, or fl-iPro^eprlingi in r c«f r,i > ment of the JPfjf^rty or payment of tilt), {fijlebtedness hereur/yg^/SJthe sole

bankruptcy, receivership or insolvency

shall be instituted by or against

discretion of Seller.

Buyer' ( f r ' M l i property, or Seller deems the Property in danger of misuse
General

or confiscation, or Seller otherwise reasonably deems the indebleahess or
the Property insecure, Sellef'tyigll.'fia've the right to declare all amounts doe

•jsc.

release Buyer from his obligations hereunder. This contract constitutes the

shall have all the rights and remedies of a Secured Party under the Uniform
Property wherever the same maV bif found with free right of entry, and \6
recondition and sell the same at public or private sale. Upon request. Buyer

'-MC.CI

hereunder, and ^o;^oss,Ylr»mpr|f]'^»j.de9]njc|iprj of or to the Property, shall

or to become due hereunder to be immediately due and payable and Seller
Commercial Code, including, but not limited t o , the right to repossess the.

HAT

n])Mfransfer, renewal, extension or a$sJq,r{sne!tW,of this contract or any interest

, , , . entire agreement between the parties .arid no modification hereof shall
be valid in any event, and Buyer e'x^reKl'y waives the right to rely thereon,
*
unless made in writing signed by Seller. A n y provision of this contract

shall, deliver the Property to Seller at a place disignated by Seller. Seller shall

prohibited by applicable law shall be inneffective

have the right to retain all payments made prior to repossession and Buyer

prohibition without invalidating any other provision of this contract. This

to the extent of such

shall remain. Jjable for any deliciency. Any personalty in or attached to the

contract

Property when repossessed may be held by Seller w i t h o u t liability and Buyer

Seller is located as shown on the face of this contract.

shall be governed by the laws of the state in which the original

shall be deemed to have waived any claim thereto unless written demand
by certified mail is made uiidh-'.Seller within 24 hours after repossession.

Liquidated Damages

Buyer agrees to pay reasonably attorney's fees and other expenses incurred

Liquidated Damages shall be calculated as follows:

l>y Seller if effecting collection,^repossession or resale hereunder.

for non-stock vehicles, $ 1 , 0 0 0 . 0 0 plus. 13% of the total cash price, (b) In all

Seller's

r

remedies hereunder iare in a'juU*no Jo. any given by law and may be enforced

(a) In the case of orders

other cases, $ 1 , 0 0 0 . 0 0 or 5 0 % of the total cash price of the vehicle, whichever is lower.

MCjVVU ;iO XAT /JO-

;u:oi;
K').l

AGREEMENT
fO.lU'V
Purchaser agrees to pay the balance on the terms specified on the reverse side hereof and in the "additio,n?\l)t"»rins and conditions" above noted, and, accept
delivery of Car or Truck within forty-eight hours after notification that it is ready. In case of failure to take delivery of Car or Truck when notified, the deposit
may b> rdMfriefl and applied to liquidated or actual damages.

-,,.».,, .

-,

. ..•

*,

r

o\

If an allowance on a used car is involved, in this purchase, it is agreed that in the event the used car is delivcredto the Seller and this order is thereafter cancelled
•he Stiller-win 'return the used car to the Buyer upon receipt of payment for reasonable charges for storage and for any repairs made while in Seller's possession. If
the us"d car has been sold before said cancellation Seller agrees to pay Buyer the proceeds of such sainilcfsl a selling commission oT-fifteen percent (15%) and less
any p:(jt»iTT»-jnrjiirred in storing, conditioning and advertising the said car for sale. If Buyer's used car is not delivered to Seller until receipt of the within ordered Car
or Truck it is agreed that the used car will be subject to re appraisal and that Seller's appraisal at the time of delivery is to be the allowance for the used car trade in.
It j< ?nreed that rash or used car, or proceeds from the sale of such used car, accepted os a deposit on this order shall be held in trust by Seller until delivery
is effected.

'•**/-*

It is expressly agteed that the purchaser acquires no right, title or interest in or to the property which he agrees to purchase hereunder until such property
is deliverer! to him and either the full purchase price is p'aiWitfcash b ? . i l i Q i l f a c t o r y deferred payment agreement is executed by the parties hereto, the terms of
which shall thereafter be controlling.
The price quoted is lor immediate delivej;v,.hiit-i< the.niidee offlWiPfy^prior Truck or accessories should be changed by the Manufacturer before Car or Truck
has been assigned to Buyer then this order shall be construedI os it the changed price was originally inserted herein or shall be annulled at Buyer's option.

FINANCE CHARGE
A F I N A N C E C H A N G E OF 1 ' / , % PER M O N T H ( 1 8 % annual percentage rate) will be added to any outstanding cash balance noi: paid on delivery. If collection is
made by suit, or otherwise, purchaser agrees to pay all collection costs and reasonable attorney's fees.
I H A V E N O T B E E N P H O M I S E D A N Y T H I N G BY T H E S A L E S M A N N O T L I S T E D O N T H I

liivAO ;iKi:r:rjviL

&<Myxt, LuuJLi
BUYE^

itr>vueri n/2n/n t

•i.lo'J Tlv!;r::/ ,i;jj,:y.

Ml ANO AllUftiSS

,frv,

L INSTALMENT CONTRACT

L O U I S E CU1
7 7 7 WEST G & . , .
•IREMQMIQU UT 84337

ACCOM I NO

(4/M=

EXHIBIT^

CHRYSLEf\" ?GE COUNTRY USA, INC •
2 9 0 0 NO&, '.MAIN
LOGAN U l ^ t f 4 3 2 1

sinned Ciednor (hereinafter called Creditor ) hereby --.ells. and the undersigned Buyer (which means Buyer or Buyers and Co Buyer, minily and severally, and hereinafter called

U S E OF P R O P E R T Y :

< nm I hnvtnn been quoted noih a time price and a lower cash price, horehy purchases from Creditor on a time price basis, subiect to the terms and conditions set forth herein.

Q

g the reverse hereof, the following property, delivery and acceptance of wmch m good o(d& hereby are acknowledged by S«yw:

D BUSINESS

RTYOESCniPTION — ,»»*» • " * «
MEW Q U S E D . . . . i 1 9 8 $ PODGE
"Ttrrr imir

USPlClAl
.fir

CYL

BMAWS

HWflS

P

p

aoorsmt

MOOU

4
"Tpnr
wtinnw.

RAM-50

vtmcu inENiiriCAiiON NO
JB7FP24D4FP111407

PICKUP

GLC

P

i\ /our credit as ;-

Hip dollar amount the credit flie amount of credit provided
to you or on your hehalf.
-Mil cost you.

Total of Payments

Amount Financed

Total Salt Price

1443.59

The amount you will have The total price ol your
paid after you have made all purchase on credit, including
payments as scheduled.
your downpayment of

*

*

7431.61

9710.95

8875.20

. WHCN FAVMf NIS Allf fjllf
IMOWIHIY Htr.lNNINGI

NO OF
PAYMENTS

AMOUNT OF fACM
PAYMENT

-5/19/B5-

1

VWtfMPAYMENISABEOUE
(MONTHLY BEGINNING)

a. Vehicle (including accessories, dehvery,

1

1
1

c

1

2.

1

i

installation charges, if any}

°

835.75

»nt Schedule: Your payment schedule will he

l—iaduafl.

| ITEMIZATION OF THE AMOUNT FINANCED
1 1. Cash Pries

»

AMDUfir 0< H C H
PA>MfNT

MA«

Trade-in I 1984 MAZDA

MAIS

FINANCE
CHARGE

%

Describe,^*

AGRICULTURAL

TIPT

U
NTAGE

8.00

•

PMSONAl

7556.83
25.00
NONE

DOCUMENTARY F E E

*

d Cash Pnce |la •- lb + lc|

7581.83

Downpayment

a. Cash Oownnayment Paid

500.00

]

b. Cash Downpayment Deterred

NQNF«__

Until

. 19

c. Cash Oownpayment Deterred
Until

f m e n t If you pay off early, you may be entitled to a refund of pari of the finance Charge.

d. Gross Allowance on Trade in

1

e. Pay off on Trade-in

h a r g e . If a payment or pan thereoi is more than 10 days late, you will be charged SI 5 00 or 5% of such unpaid amount, whichever is less.
ty Interest. You a>e giving a security interest in the property being purchased.

. 10

[

*
*

fees *

NOtJEL

///,

£mm

3864.25

335„75
835.75
3. Unpaid Balance of Cash Price f i d --2n)
4. Amounts Paid to Others on Your Behalf

]

.

¥

4200.00

f. Net Allowance on Trade-in |2d—2?.)

g. nownpayme.it |2a + 2b + 2c + ?l|

N a d Instalment Contract for any additional information about security interests, nonpayment, default, any required repayment in full before
?d«iled d3te. and prepayment refunds.

|
I

YSICAl DAMAGE INSURANCE is lemiired under this contract. You may obtain physical damage insurance Irom anyone you want thai is

1

eptable to Cimlitor If a premium is shown in 4a|t|. it means that you choose to get the insurance through Creditor and that you will pay the

|

*

(i| Physical Damage Insurance

mium shown lor the coverages checked for a term of

NOMEOeductible Comprehenstve: PFire-Theft and

|

*

(II| Mechanical Breakdown Insurance

Towing and Labor (if included, cost ol * _ _ N Q b U D s included »n

|

* * |m| Credit Life Insurance

piemmml Insurance settlement will be based upon actual cash value ol the property at time of loss, not exceeding limits of liability set forth

|

* 4c |iv| Accident and Health Insurance

nbmed Additional Coverage, P

$

months. P

E4QMEDeductible Collision. P

I.

|

joky, and payable to you or Creditor or Assignee ol Creditor, as interests may appear

a. Paid to Insurance Companies lot:

NONE
NONE
163.30
317.73

b. Paid to Public Officials lot:
|i| Sales and Other Taxes
(n| Filing Fees

CHANICAL BHEAKOOWN INSURANCE is nnt required under this contract. If a premium is shown in 4a(n|. u means that you choose to get the
nance through Creditor and that you will pay ihe premium shown lor coverage for a term of
n a

*

months and/or

. miles and

|

(DRIV.

186.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
12.50

ED)

(mi License
(ivj Certificate of Title

NONP. Deductible

(v) Registration

)U MAY CHOOSE THE PERSON THROUGH WHICH THE INSURANCE IS TO BE OBTAINED.
ABILITY INSURANCE COVERAGE FOR BODILY INJURY ANO PROPERTY DAMAGE CAUSED TO
THERS IS NOT INCLUDED.
IDIT UFE AND/OR ACCIDENT ANO HEALTH INSURANCE lor a lerm of_

48

HOME OFFICE ADDRESS

WE OF UTIIER INSURER

UNIVERSAL UNDERWRITERS

KANSAS CITY

MO

163.30

M E MIUM

lYfE

,

s

|
COUNTY

For:

PROPERTY

TAX

NONE

ASSESSOR

TAX

NONE

I

685.53

5 Amount Financed (3 + 4e|

v

. L O U I S E CUPr.EY

ANO
HEALTH

PERSONISI INSURED

317.73

1

64112

REDIT LIFE INSURANCE AND ACCIDENT AND HEALTH INSURANCE ARE NOT REQUIRED TO
BTAIN CREDIT, AND WILL NOT BE PROVIDED UNLESS YOU SIGN AND AGREE TO PAY THE
DDITIONAL COST.

IM

Fon
d. Paid to:

e. Subtotal (4a + 4b + 4c + 4d|

rysler Life Insurance Company. Troy. Michigan

If PIT

c. Paid to:

months according to the terms and conditions in the

licy or certificate ol insurance issued by Icheckl

riRGDNlSl INSURED

6746.08

7431.61

Assignment: Buyer acknowledges that this Retail Instalment Contract will be assigned to
Chrysler Credit Corporation. 900 Tower Onve. Troy. Michigan. 48098. as
Assignee within the meaning of the federal Truth in lending Act.

LOUISE CURLEY
SEE BACK OF THIS CONTRACT FOR ADDITIONAL TERMS AND
CONDITIONS.

nee coveiagelsl checked above;

C O N S U M E R PAPER

To The Buyer: !. Do not sign this contract before you read it or if it contains any blank spaces 2 You are entitled to an exact copy of the contract you sign.
\ ACKNOWLEDGES receipt of a completely filled-in copy of this contract

/uujg. ft'it-vU^

B CO BOVfR SIGNS

CONTRACT is accepted by the Creditor (Seller) and assigned to Chrysler CrejKf Corporation in accordance wHtffte terms of the Assignment set forth on the reverse hereof.
Q I R Y S L E n DODGE COUNTRY U S A , I M C

Xjk^^iz

on

ORIGINAL

A-5

v

yi4#+Mf'in.

S.I,J!M#.'H4| tllAM RtVIHSl

ADDITIONAL TERMS AND C0NDITIUN5

tyet pmimsr. in pjv ") CrprJ-'.nr the fm»l ot Paymv.s o.*. '.tie dates and i g V / \ » i n w set lotth in the Payment
,\m't-iW. and "he amount ol any defined nsh dnv\npaym»>iii(sl included in I t f ^ t . ' ^ i d ?c ol the herniation of the
uniint f mam ed on 'he tesoe'itive daiefsl s'mwn r*»H»»m fluyet hereby agtces to utfftfihe event any instalment has not
;en paid m lull wthtn If] days aft«f us scheduled due date, late chatqes in ihe amount disclosed no the front of this
'rifrarr phis sm h e»penses incurred by Creditor m effecting collection hereunder as may be allowed by law Buyer may
"pay his obligations under this rfl'H'aci m loll at any tiimt prior to maturity and receive a refund credit of the unearned
tmrj Charge computed m arxoiflw* * " " 'he OiiJff of /8s. after first dedw.tmp, a immwim Finance Charge of $35 00
the i •nance Charge parned at the time nf prepayment is less than $35 00 No refund will he made in an amount nl less;
E.
•an SI (10 Any premium rebates of service contracts, credit tile and/or accident and health insurance financed
WIUIMUTWU he. wiy\\*A as (te.teuwne.d hv, Cwhuw vmlws, o i h w m ^ w?.&.<\to.d ty U * Ciwittw shall haw. a, S*cuttt\
letrst. as the term is defined m ihe Uniform Commercial Code of the state in which this contract is executed, in the
npprty and the proceeds theieol mclodinc sny accessions to the property in any premium lebates from insurance or
•rvice contracts financed hereunder in the proceeds nf any insurance on the property, and in the proceeds ol any credit
e ami/ui accident and health insurance financed hereunder, until all amounts due under this contiact ate paid in full.
F.
irver arjrees with ml warrants to Creditor, us successors and assigns: | i | to pay the ohlmatton secured by this contract
umlmq to its terms. I M) that Buye' »s 'he lawful owner of the property and it is Iree of all liens, taxes and encumbrances
*reiit as staled in this cnntiactl.»'«! that Buyer will kepp ihe property free ol all hens, taxes and encumbrances, and any
im ol money that may be paid by Creditor in teiease oi discharge thereof shall he paid on demand with interest at th«
nniial Percentage Hate as disclosed on the facp hereof as an additional part of Buyer s ohhqation: |iii) to maintain thti
nfifitiy m qond repair and to exhibit it to Ciedunr on demand: |iv| not to use it illegally, improperly or. unless so stated
I the lace of this cnntiact. fo» hire. |v) not to remove the property from the slate in which delivery is initially made to
nyer and cause nr permit the property to remain outside such state for a period of thirty days or more without inn
ritteu consent ol Creditor, or transfer or otnerw»se dispose of any interest in this contract or the property; fvij that no
ansfer, renewal, extension ot assrrpnent of this contract or any interest thereunder, and no loss, damage or destruction
the property, shall release Buyer from his obligation; |vn) that lime is of the essence of this contract and Creditor's
medtes hereunder m m addition to any given hy |gw ,wd may be enforced successively or concurrently.- |vm) that any
nice in Buyer shall be sufficiently given if mailed to the address of Buyer set forth in this contract: and |ix) that the
itomohile traded in if any. is Iree (torn any encumbrance fexcept as stated in this contiact). and breach of this warranty
tall he a breach ol this contract.
8U>PI defaults in any payment, or fails to comply with any of the terms nr conditions of this contract, or fails to proems
maintain the vehicle insurance required hereunder, or a proceeding in bankruptcy, receivership or insolvency shall be
stttutcd hy nr against Buyer or his property, nr if Creditor deems the property in danger of misuse or confiscation,
'editor shall have ihe right, at its election. ;o declare the unpaid portion of the iota! ol Payments under this contract,
ss the unearned portion of the Finance Charge computed ss set forth in paragraph A above, toqefher with any otfwr
•nount for which Buyer shall have become obligated hereunder to he immediately due and payable and may exercise any
f Creditor's remedies as provided herein. In any such event. Creditor, its agents or representatives, may enter the
enuses where the property may be and take immediate possession of the property including any equipment or
:cessones. and CreJitor" may. without liahi'ity take possession of any personalty left in the property at the time of
possession. Repossession effected tlunugh legs! process will be governed by the laws of the state in which such
ocess is brought Waiver by Creditor ol any default shall not be deemed a warvei ol any other default.
the property is repossessed. Buyer will have surh right to redeem the property as may be provided by law If the Buyer
nes not redeem, the property will be sold Creditor may either self the properly at public sale (at which Creditor may
nrch.isel or dispose of it hy private sale m s>ich manner and upon such terms as shall appear to Creditor to lie
ommerrially reasonable, without demand lot perloirnance. and with such notice to Buyer as may be required by law. with
i without having the property at the p'are nl sal* The proceeds of the saltt. less allowed expenses, will be used to pay
in amount still owed on this contract. Allowed e«peoses ate those reasonable expenses incurred as a direct result of
•taking the property, holding it. piepanng it 'or sale, and selling it Reasonable lawyer's fees paid ate allowed too. II (he

ptoceeds ot the sal*.. '?ss allowed expensejp'r.,?| sufficient to pay the net amount still owed on \h*s contract plus any
accrued lata charges authorized hy law. thra, J Ai may recover the deficiency with interest at the Annual Peteentaqe
Rate as disclosed on the face hereof from itffhMJyer or from anyo>rwrttf has succeeded to the obligations of the Buyer,
but only if. in a consumer credit sale, the cash price of thn property was greater than SZ.800. If there is any money left
over {a surplus}, ft will be paid to the Buyer. Such repossession and sale shall not alfect Creditors right, hereby
confirmed, to retain all payments made pnor thereto by Buyer.
When Creditor assigns and Assignee accepts this contract, such Assignee, referred to as Assignee for
paragraph E. shall acquire all ol Creditor's interest in this contract and the property. All amounts then
s M l h« rjaui b^ B w « to. such rVsswyvw and. acvr, tj^wwus, tjvtwwsa matte s M \ to & \ t o u s * ot fcwt«.
Assignee No modification of Bny of the terms, and conditions ol this contract shall be valid m any
expressly waives the right to rety thereon unless made in writing duly executed by the Creditor

purposes of thts
owing hereunder
\t no\ t««N%dh<j
event and Buyer

Buyer agrees that except where the propetty is of a type normally used for personal,
family or household purposes, manufactured after July 3, 1975 and is subject to
Creditor's written warranty or service contract entered into at the date of this contract
or within 90 days thereafter, that there are no implied warranties of merchantability or
fitness for a particular purpose or which extend beyond the description of the property on
the face hereof and that no express warranties and no representations, promises or
statements have been made by Creditor unless endorsed hereon in writing.

G. Buyer agrees to keep the property insured at Buyer's expense against Substantial risk of damage, destruction, or loss for
so long as any amount remains unpaid on this contract, with loss payable to the Creditor as its interest may appear, and
that Buyer will deliver alt such insurance policies upon receipt to thn holder of ibis contract. Buyer shall not be relieved ol
the obligation to procure and maintain vehicle insurance due to the inclusion of same in this contract, bui such inclusion
only authorizes Creditor to attempt to obtain such insurance on Buyer's behalf through an authorized insurance agent II
Creditor fails to procure such insurance, the amount so included in the Total of Payments payable hereunder shall be
credited to the last maturing instalments hereunder in inverse order ot maturity, except to the extent applied by Creditor
toward payment lot comparable insurance protecting the interest ol Buyer and Creditor or Ciednor only. Upon cancellation
or other termination of any vehicle insurance, the refund of premiums received by Creditor will be credited or applied in a
like manner. Creditor may. but shall not be required to. and without prejudice to Creditor's nghts under this contract if it
does not. procure such vehicle insurance protecting (i| interest of Buyer and Creditor or (ii| interest of Creditor only, if
Buyer fails to procure of maintain such vehicle insurance or fails to furnish satisfactory evidence thereof upon request. In
such event. Buyer agrees to pay. as an additional part of the obligation hereunder, a charge equal to the amount of the
premium for such insurance obtained by Creditor upon demand, or in Creditor's sole discretion, in egual instalments
concurrently with the instalments of the unpaid balance then remaining payable under this contract together with interest
thereon at the Annual Petcentage Rate as disclosed on the face hereof. The proceeds from vehicle insurance, by
whomever procured, shall be applied towaid replacement ol1 the property or payment of the obliganoo hereunder, in the
sole discretion of Creditor. Buyer hereby assigns to Creditor any monies, not in excess of the unpaid balance due under
this contract, that may become payable under such insurance, by whomever obtained, including return of uoearned
premiums and authorizes and requests any insurance company to make payment of such monies directly to Creditor to be
applied to the uopa'd balance hereunder, and Buyer appoints Creditor as Buyer's attorney in fact to endorse Buyer's name
upon any check or draft representing payment to Buyer of such monies.
H. Aoy provision of this contract prohibited by the law ol any jurisdiction shall, as to such jurisdiction, be ineffective to the
extent of such prohibition without invalidating the remaining provisions of this contract. This contract shall be governed
by the laws of the state in which it is executed. However, if the property is repossessed, the law of the state where the
property is found vwll govern the repossession."
*"
' ""
:
"*

TICE: ANY HOLDER OF THIS CONSUMER CREDIT CONTRACT IS SUBJECT TO AUL CLAIMS AND DEFENSES WHICH THE OEBTOR COULD ASSERT AGAINST THE SELLER OF
GOOOS OR SERVICES OBTAINED PURSUANT HERETO OR WITH THE PROCEEDS HEREOF. RECOVERY HEREUNDER BY THE DEBTOR SHALL NOT EXCEED AMOUNTS
PAID BY THE DEBTOR HEREUNDER.
preceding NOTICE applies to goods or services obtained primarly for personal, family or household use.
ASSIGNMENT
OH VALUE RECEIVED, the Creditor iSeller! named on the lace ol this contract I "Seller")
ernhy sells, assigns and transfer* w Chrysler Cieilu Corporation f Chrysler") Seller's entire
ght title and interest in and to this contiact and authorizes Chryslei to do every act and thing
eces.-.irv to collect and discharge ohltqano'-s msmn, nut nf nr incident to this contract ami
•ssigrirnenr In order to mdure Chrysler to accept as^iqitm.mt ol the contract. Seller warrants
I) that the contract is genuine, leoally valid and enforceable and arose from the sale of the
iroperty described on the lace ol tb's contrail ("Property"); (2) that the Properly is as
epresented to ihe Buyer named on the face d fhis contract ("Buyer") who was quoted both a
ime puce and a lesser cash price: (.'') •••- ;»e Buyer is not a minor, has capacity to contiact
ind paid the downpnyment exactly as stated in the cnntiact. («1| that Seller verifies that thme is
io "inaccuracy or misrepresentation ••> any statements made by or on behalf ol 8uyei: and
uimshed to Chrysler by Seller. (5) that all disclosures tenoned by law were properly made to
Juyrr prior to Buyer signing the contract. (HI that all insurance documentation will be delivered
o Buyer within the time required hy law: f 7| that Seller verifies that there is nn fad that would
mpair the validity or value of the coo"act. (8» thar title \o the Property at the time of sale was
tested m Seller lien ol all liens and encumbrances. Seller has the right to assign this contract,
rod a certificate of title to the Propetty. shnvung a litst lien or eocuinbrance lor the benefit of
'hryslei ni Seller, has heen or will be applied lor forthwith if permuted by law; and |9) that
Seller is licensed as required by law II there is. as solely detetmined by Chrysler, any breach nf
*ny such warranty, without regard to Seller's knowledge or lack of knowledge with respect
thereto or Chrysler's reliance thereon. Seller hetehv igrees unconditionally to purchase this
contract and/or the Pmpeny from Chiysler. upon demand, for the full amount then unpaid
whether thts contract shall then he or not be. in tte.lauk. Seller aqte.es to icutemtuty Cbxysiw for
any judicial setoff or loss, including attorney s Im and court costs, suffered as a result of a
dami or defense of Buyer against Seller If ths contract is rescinded by court order or for any
other reason Seller agrees to pay Chrysler the lull amount Chrysler paid to purchase it. liability
of Seller arising out of or incident in this assignment shall not be affected by waiver,
•ndulgcnre. comprooiise. settlement, extension oi variation of the terms of this contract even if
it results m the discharge or release nf the oHigattoo of Buyer or any other interested person,
by operation of law or otherwise Se"w wniv»s nonce of acceptance of this assignment and
nonces of non payment and non peifoimarce of the contract. In addition to all of the
foregoing, this assignment is subiect t« thn ptovismns set out to the nght hereof in the
patagtaph initialed by Selfer; provided, that il non* of the paiagiaphs to the right hereof has
been initialed hy Sell 'r. this assignment shaft include the provisions of ihe paragraph to the
right hereof eotttled ' fufl Repurchase":

INITIAL APPLICABLE

PROVISIONS....

|

[ WITHOUT ffECOUnSE; The assignment of thts contract is without recourse to the Seller except in the circumstances set forth above.

|

) FULL RECOURSE: Seller unconditionally guarantees payment to Chrysler of the full amount remaining unpaid under lh»s contract and
agrees to purchase this contract and/or the Property from Chrysler, upon demand, for the full amount then unpetd whether the contract
shall then be. or not be. in default.
FUU REPURCHASE: In the event of default by Buyer under this contract and provided that Chrysler shall take possession of the Property
and tender delivery ol same to Seller within 90 days after maturity of the earliest instalment wholly in default under this contract. Seller
agrees to purchase ihis contract and/or the Propetty from Chrysler and. regardless of the condition of the Propetty. Seller agrees to pay
to Chrysler the ihen net unpaid balance of the contract plus the reasonable expenses incurred by Chrysler in such taxing and delivery of
the Property II Chrysler s ability to tender delivery of the Property is impaired due to litigation, including but not limited to litigation
requisite to obtain possession of the Property, criminal prosecution, seizure by governmental authomy. redemption requirements, clearing
or perfecting title, moratory legislation or proclamation, or acts of God, war, rebellion, insurrection or of the public enemy, then Chrysler's
obligation to tender delivery hereunder shall be excused until 30 days after Chrysler receives nonce ol the cessation of any such condition.

LIMITED REPURCHASE: Seller agrees to comply with the terms and obligations of the foregoing Full Repurchase agreement (which aie
\Z3 incorporated
herein by reference), provided, however, that such obligations of Seller shall terminate hereunder upon payment to Chrysler
by the Buyer of the first

mnmhly instalments within IE daysol then respective due daioft. •-••

REPURCHASE: If Chrysler takes possession of the Pioppiy. Seller shall, upon demand from Chrysler, either pay Chrysler
CD OPTIONAL
$
or. at Seller's option, buy the contract and/or the Property m its then condition and location from Chrysler for the
then net unpaid balance of the contract plus the reasonable expenses incurred by Chrysler in the taking of the Property!
TRUCK REPURCHASE: This contract is hereby assigned to Chrysler in accordance wuh the terms and conditions of the Truck Financing
CZ3 and
Repurchase Plan in effect between Seller and Chrysler on this date (which are incorporated herein by reference).
LEASE LOSS PROTECTION: This contract is hereby assigned to Chrysler in accordance with the terms and conditions of the "Loss
Protection Agreement Lease" in effect on this date (which are incorporated herein by reference).

•.M!D
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EXHIBIT ^£L

CHRYSLER DODGE COUNTRY U.S.A. Inc.
2900 NORTH MAIN STREET
LOGAN, UTAH 84321

PHONE 752-0050
PARTS DEPT. 753-4485
June 4, 1987

Ms. Louise Curley
P.O. Box 141
Brimhall, NM 87310

CERTIFIED MAIL - Return
Receipt Requested

Dear Ms. Curley:
As you have been informed by Chrysler Credit Corporation, your 1985 Dodge
Ram 50, Serial Number JB7FP24D4FP111407 has been returned to us. We have
been required by the terms of our agreement to pay off your contract in
full.
In order to extablish a current value of your car, we have obtained
bids from several dealerships as follows:
Saxton Auto Sales
F & T Motor Sales
Chrysler Dodge Country USA, Inc.
Davis Chrysler Dodge

$2200.00
2300.00
2325.00
2350.00

Your total obligation on the vehicle is as follows:
Payoff including interest to date of repossession $5251.36
Acquire bids
100.00
Storage at $3 per day from 4-3-87 to 6-22087
240.00
TOTAL

$5591.36

We will be holding a sale of your vehicle on June 22, 1987 at 10:00 a.m.
at Chrysler Dodge Country USA, Inc., 2900 North Main, Logan, UT 84321. You
may redeem the vehicle from us any time prior to that date. You or anyone
else may bid cash at the sale. If no higher bids than those submitted are
received at the sale, your deficiency will be $3241.36.
After the sale we will notify you of the deficiency and expect payment
in full within two weeks of that date. If it has not been received by that
time, the matter will be referred to our attorney to collect the same, thus
adding his fees and costs of court.
Sincerely,
CHRYSLER DODGE COUNTRY USA, INC.

Pcwn&Pb
Pam Repko
•
Office Manager
PR/th
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© S E N D E R : Completeiterm 1 , 2 , 3 a n d 4 .

P

2MH

nixfiii'i

ms.

TM3
8bb
von CEIUIFIED MAIL

•v6C.-£UAftUffJ
LCO'
1)
1

troiol.J&o*---^ -.v 1for
.•

lm
AromM; M ^ !

, Put your address in the "RETURN T O " space on the'
* reverse_side. Failure to do this will prevent this card from
belno-Taturned to you. The return receipt fee will provide
you the name of the person delivered to and the date of
delivery. For additional tees the f otlowinp services are
available. Consult postmaster for fees and check box(as)
for serviced) requested.
;• •.
1 . D Show to whom, data and address of delivery. : v~' • > v '•
2. D

Restricted Delivery. .

3. Article Addressed to:

.

,

;. f>r\*». Looi s-e. Cu/vki^' •
V.O. 6 O K l ^ l •;

'jy

6r\rr»v>0LftiL,Wrn T730
••••ll11

— — — — — T i l

i ^t^mmmam

4 . Type of Service:
ylv>.;l«

no
2

• — — ^ — •

fewqqaotdb

Always obtain signature of addresseepxagerrt arid
DATE DELIVERED.

,.,.- . v i - v

Ik:

§ I-•-•-

Registered
D Insured
^Certified
P COD
D Express Mail

i

Article Number

..,-!. •" l ;

6-b"^

5. Signature - Addressee

/

/

/

6. Signature — Agmt

X
7. Date of Deliv

6. Addressee's Address {ONLY
[ONLY ifi) requeued and fee paid)

CHRYSLER £pDGE COUNTRf|U.S.A. Inc.
PHONE 752-0050
PARTS DEPT. 753-4485

00 NORTH MAIN STREET
>GAN, UTAH 84321

June 22, 1987

CERTIFIED MAIL - Return
Receipt requested

Ms. Louise Curley
P.O. Box 141
Brimhall, NM 87310
Dear Ms. Curley:

Please be advised that on the 22nd day of June 1987, your 1985
Dodge Ram 50, Serial Number JB7FP24D4FP111407, was sold for $2350.00,
thus leaving you responsible for the deficiency of $3241.36, as you
were notified in my letter of June 4, 1987.
Demand is hereby made on you for payment in full of the above
deficiency within two weeks of the date of this^ letter. If the
same has not been received, this matter will be* referred to our
attorney for collection, thus adding attorney fees and cost of
court to your obligation.
Sincerely,
CHRYSLER DODGE COUNTRY USA, INC.

p'Ofm
(

Pam Repko
Office Manager
PR/th

' WHERE THE SERVICE COUNTS*

MmcKzaoBiii

Q

CHRYSLER

We lease all makes and models.

P 5 4-4 T43 Q71
Rt-ictiPT ran cE»u«nrib MAIL
. . . ,.;. it.--,, •

fi v f»>;,rr ; Pnv'r.»H.»

\ " ' f ' .•'• \ ! f » - \ A l ! r - ^ t

\«Ali

-Vvis^..i.oui6C...Cadecy.

9 SENDER: Complete items 1 , 2 , 3 end 4 .
Put your address in the "RETURN T O " space on the
reverse side. Failure to do this will prevent this card from
being returned to you. The return receipt fee will provide
you the name of the person delivered to and the date of
.delivery. For additional tees the following services ant
available. Consult postmaster for fees and check box(es)
for service(s) requested.
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4 . Type of Service:

Article Number
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Certified
D COD
Express Mail

Always obtain signature of addressee praoent and
DATE DELIVERED.
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7. Date of Delivery

6. Addressee's Address (ONLY if requested end fee paid)
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